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 Any ideas? A: McAfee SecurityCenter 6.5.2 installs fine on MacOS High Sierra. MC 6.5.2 is officially supported on MacOS High Sierra. // Copyright (c) 2013 The Chromium Authors. All rights reserved. // Use of this source code is governed by a BSD-style license that can be // found in the LICENSE file. #ifndef BASE_WIN_SCOPED_HANDLE_H_ #define
BASE_WIN_SCOPED_HANDLE_H_ #include #include "base/base_export.h" #include "base/macros.h" namespace base { // A scoped handle (Windows handle type) is a smart pointer // whose ownership is automatically managed. // // With a scoped handle, you are responsible for deleting it // when no longer needed. There is no way to access its handle // value directly. A scoped handle should only

be used // in situations where ownership cannot be inferred from // a handle's usage, such as when a handle is exposed to the // user and must not be accessed directly. // Note: This class does not work with Win32 deprecated handle // types. Use a plain handle instead. class BASE_EXPORT ScopedHandle { public: ScopedHandle(); // Takes ownership of |h|. explicit ScopedHandle(HANDLE h); //
Scoped handle is implicitly convertible to raw pointer. // This makes |handle| implicitly convertible to a raw pointer // without having to specify |h| as a template argument. template ScopedHandle(const T& handle) : handle_(handle) { } // This conversion operator allows implicit conversion to other handle // types. operator HANDLE() const { return handle_; } // Use |release()| to make sure the handle

is cleaned up. If // this function is never called, the handle is leaked. ~ScopedHandle(); // Reset ownership. This function does nothing if the handle is not // owned by any other handle 520fdb1ae7
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